Spectral energy of ECG morphologic differences to predict death.
Unstable conduction system bifurcations following ischemia and infarction are associated with variations in the electrocardiographic activity spanning the heart beat. In this paper, we investigate a spectral energy measure of morphologic differences (SE-MD) that quantifies aspects of these changes. Our measure uses a dynamic time-warping approach to compute the time-aligned morphology differences between pairs of successive sinus beats in an electrocardiographic signal. While comparing beats, the entire heart beat signal is analyzed in order to capture changes affecting both depolarization and repolarization. We show that variations in electrocardiographic activity associated with death can be distinguished by their spectral characteristics. We developed the SE-MD metric on holter data from 764 patients from the TIMI DISPERSE2 dataset and tested it on 600 patients from the TIMI MERLIN dataset. In the test population, high SE-MD was strongly associated with death over a 90 day period following non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndrome (HR 10.45, p < 0.001) and showed significant discriminative ability (c-statistic 0.85). In comparison with heart rate variability and deceleration capacity, SE-MD was also the most significant predictor of death in the study population. Furthermore, SE-MD had low correlation with these other measures, suggesting that complementary use of the risk variables may allow for more complete assessment of cardiac health.